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1,000 digits of pi at Humboldt High  

 
Identify this year’s focus in any of these areas:  
 
Curriculum: (IA Core Work or Content Standards) 

The math curriculum team worked with curriculum standards to strengthen 
instruction and student understanding. The team took a look at bundling priority 
standards with supporting standards to strengthen student understanding on the 
essential learnings.  Middle school and high school teachers explored the  Open Up 
Resources for 6-8 Math: The Top Rated Middle School Math Curriculum  to see if it 
would be of value for future use.  There were definitely some units in this curriculum 
resource that could be beneficial if given the time to explore more deeply.  We are 
excited to explore the  Open Up Resources for High School Math: The Top Rated Middle 
School Math Curriculum,  which comes out next year.    There is also a new Humboldt 
Math Curriculum SIte that we gave input towards, such as adding links to textbooks, the 
EM4 site, ConnectEd, Algebra 1, ALEKS, ideas for community clarity, and other 



resources we would like to see on the site.  Each month we collaborated as a math 
department, using new research based instructional strategies that correlate with the 
Standards for Mathematical Practice in the Iowa Core Curriculum.    Working with 
curriculum as a K-12 Math team really benefited our district’s vertical alignment, which is 
important to helping students with their essential readiness from year to year.  Our Math 
instruction was enhanced by working with curriculum standards this school year.  
 
Instruction: (AIW Connections) 
     The math team studied, collaborated, and implemented new learning to strengthen 
mathematics instruction.  The team utilized a  Red Flags and Green Flags  resource to 
actually make changes in instruction, and to create and pursue reaching goals focused 
around improved instruction.  We collaborated on our instructional goals and shared out 
on progress as the year went, most of which focused around creating instruction with 
active engagement for formative assessment and using that data to drive instruction. 
Another thing the math team did was research the Financial Literacy website and found 
many reasons for teaching recognition and combining of the penny, dime, and quarter in 
early childhood elementary.  Exploring this site worked well while bundling priority 
standards with supporting standards, while learning to instruct with new engaging 
technology.  Summer math courses were taken to improve instruction, and all new 
learning was processed with the team.  Our smart goal focused around instruction this 
school year and was finishing the book  Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical 
Success for All .  While focusing on this book with our instruction, we studied the 
essential elements of access and equity, curriculum, tools and technology, assessment, 
and professionalism.  Other  areas we studied in this book were Taking Action as 
leaders and policymakers, principals, coaches, specialists, teachers, and other school 
leaders.  All of this new learning was very powerful because we used this, along with 
student data, to generate improved math instruction.  A few math team members gained 
and shared new instructional knowledge gained from math conferences such as ICTM 
with various breakout sessions and a keynote speaker, Graham Fletcher with 3 Act 
Tasks, and M4- Open Middle.   The Math Team’s instruction was strengthened from our 
productive professional development sessions this school year.  
 
Assessment: (Formative and/or Summative) 
     Mathematical assessment was another major focus of the math curriculum team this 
school year.  We used all math data from Iowa Assessments, MAP, ALEKS, easyCBM 
Math DIBELS, and assessments from our math materials along with new learning, to 
create more purposeful math instruction.  The math team used a formative assessment 
lense when we analyzed data and used those outcomes to drive instruction.  The 
elementary used aMath Group Screening Reports and Individual Screening Reports 



which tells what skills each individual is developing and upcoming math skills that 
student may need, and middle school and high school used MAP Learning Continuums 
which also tells how well students are performing and what progressions they should 
make next.  These assessments allowed us to group lower ability students for math 
interventions.  We learned a lot about formative assessment and technology when Mrs. 
Kehoe, our technology integrationist, taught us how to use different interactive 
applications such as Quizzez, Kahoot, Plickers, and Quizlet.  Mrs. Kehoe also shared 
several formative assessment technology applications where students may “show what 
they know” mathematically, which many team members were looking for and were 
excited about.  The new ISASP-Iowa Statewide Assessment of Student Progress came 
out this spring, and we were able to explore the ISASP website, Calculator Policy, and 
Navigate the Online Math Tools so we may deliver instruction in those formats and to be 
prepared for student questions about this assessment.  The middle school and high 
school looked at the process of placing students in math classes for following years, 
and made clear the criteria for advancing students mathematically.  With this process 
they decided which assessments will be used, as well as teacher input, to decide who 
will take the Algebra screener.  This year our math curriculum team explored engaging 
technology assessments with very positive outcomes.  
 
Resources: (Technology and/or Other) 
     Many mathematics resources were explored by the math curriculum team during the 
2018-2019 school year.  With any resources we looked at this year we were able to use 
a formative assessment lense.  We went to our technology integrationist, Mrs. Kehoe, to 
help us with engaging technology applications, and she introduced to our team Kahoot, 
Quizlet, Plickers, Quizzez, and other “show what you know” sites.  When using these 
technology resources, we looked at bundling priority standards with supporting 
standards.  After learning, we went back to the classroom and tried the new learning. 
Teachers came back to the next math professional development meeting to share what 
they learned, how they used it, and how it benefited students so that other team 
members could gain ideas of how to improve their instruction.  The math team 
collaborated on many resources focusing on maintaining student engagement with 
technology, non-technology tools for active engagement, student engagement and 
Principles of Math Practices, and a menu of best practices and strategies.  Another 
mathematical resource was brought in by our math coach, Mrs. Swan.  Mrs. Swan 
introduced the math team on how to do a  Breakout Room EDU with 6th grade math content. 
The math team had a fun time being successful and breaking out of the breakout room!     We 
added all of the new resources gained on our Humboldt Math Resources document so 
we may access all math resources in one place at any time. During math curriculum 
meetings many math resources were processed.  



 
Alignment: (Vertical or Horizontal) 
     As a math department, we were able to align our curriculum vertically and 
horizontally.  Monthly meetings as a math department gave us opportunities to align 
vertically, to help students with their essential readiness for the following school year. 
We did this by collaborating on data and standards with teachers near our grade level to 
better understand what is taught before and after our individual grade level.  New 
learning taught us about priority standards, and bundling supporting standards around 
those priority standards to become more aligned and efficient teachers.  These 
conversations allowed us to share generalizations on key concepts incoming students 
struggle with at each grade level, so that teachers can cover those areas more 
thoroughly to better prepare students for the student’s following year.  The math team 
also looked vertically at the financial literacy and updated our teaching inventory by 
knowing where financial literacy is taught in our curriculum.  Aligning vertically and 
horizontally was a focus in our math curriculum meetings this past school year. 
 
List any new learning: 
-The Math Curriculum Team worked with the book  Principles to Actions: Ensuring 
Mathematical Success for All  by National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.  New 
learning gained included… 

- Principles to Actions:  Essential Elements- Access and Equity  p. 59-69  
- Principles to Actions:  Essential Elements-  Curriculum  p. 70-77 
- Principles to Actions:  Essential Elements-  Tools and Technology  p. 78-88 
- Principles to Actions: Essential Elements: Assessment  p. 89-98.  
- Principles to Actions: Essential Elements-  Professionalism  p. 99-108 
- Principles to Actions: Taking Action- Leaders and Policymakers in All Districts 
and States or Provinces  p. 110-111 
- Principles to Actions: Taking Action- Principals, Coaches, Specialists, and Other 
School Leaders  p. 112-113 
- Principles to Actions: Taking Action- Teachers  p. 114-115 

- Articles :  Orchestrating Discussions 
- Conferences - ICTM, Graham Fletcher- 3 Act Tasks- Importance of estimation, and M4- 
Open Middle- How story problems do not necessarily relate to the real world.  
- Formative Assessment Technology Resources - Quizlet. Plickers, Clickers, Smart 
Response, Kahoot, “Show what you know” Resources… 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zyxqXej0KdgVuTeXe4chXvTO3QpGX28RleCL-p
RkkK0/edit?ts=5c3c0001 

   - Explain Everything 
    - The Math Learning Center 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zyxqXej0KdgVuTeXe4chXvTO3QpGX28RleCL-pRkkK0/edit?ts=5c3c0001
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zyxqXej0KdgVuTeXe4chXvTO3QpGX28RleCL-pRkkK0/edit?ts=5c3c0001
https://explaineverything.com/
https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/resources/apps


    - Glencoe Manipulative Library 
   - EduPlace Number Line 
   - Toy Theater 

https://docs.google.com/doc 
- SAP - Core Advocate Connections email communication 
- Achieve the Core Focus Tools  was processed by the team 
- Department of Education - Math Webinars 
-New  Humboldt Community School District Math Curriculum Site - Investigated 
-Explored Website-   Spring Iowa Statewide Assessment for Student P rogress ,  
Calculator Policy , and Test Navigation of Online Tools. 
 
Highlights of tasks/accomplishments/products created/materials adopted : 
     The math curriculum team accomplished a lot in the 2018-2019 school year.  We 
created new norms for this school year.  Our biggest accomplishments were gaining all 
the new knowledge on engaging technology formative assessments.  With the help of 
our Technology Integrationist and our Math Instructional Coaches, we were able to 
construct knowledge on engaging technology formative assessments by learning many 
different math applications that engage student participation, as well as applications 
where students can “show what they know” in math.  We also planned Pi Day.  Another 
very important accomplishment was providing teacher input on the end of the 
year/beginning of next year survey.  These ideas will be revisited in the fall, refined, and 
used to drive our professional development in 2019-2020.  We plan on investigating the 
ISASP Test Blueprints to focus in on the more dominant domain in each grade level, 
and make sure we spirally review those dominant domain skills frequently.  This was the 
most productive math curriculum year our team has had with engaging students in 
technology and formative assessments to drive our mathematical instruction.  

http://www.glencoe.com/sites/common_assets/mathematics/ebook_assets/vmf/VMF-Interface.html
http://eduplace.com/kids/hmcam/swfs/manip/numlinep/numlinep.html
https://toytheater.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-q4P_SpqWSDkGgBu3uNTHVocSd2EQQ9x-XdRM1H_iJg/edit
http://iowa.pearsonaccessnext.com/test-prep
http://iowa.pearsonaccessnext.com/resources/bulletins/ISASPBulletinCalculatorPolicy_post.pdf

